Midnight Luxury Shawl
Difficulty rating: Beginner
Materials: 8 Balls of Dark Horse Yarns, LLC, “Flag”,
20 gr. 40, meters. Color 0405, 68% polyester,
10% nylon, 22% viscose.
3 Balls of Dark Horse Yarns, LLC, “Kitten”, 50
gr. 90 meters. Color 0040, 100% polyamide.
4 Balls of Dark Horse Yarns, LLC, “Metal
Wink”, 20 gr. 77 meters. Color 0303. 100%
polyester.
US 19 knitting needle, (circular needles are
recommended because of the large number of
stitches).
One size fits most.
Fun to knit and Fabulous to wear.
Be adventurous and make up your own limited
edition color collection from Dark Horse Yarns.
Holding Kitten and Flag together. Cast on 95 stitches.
Knit for 20 inches.
Bind off, *purl 2, Purl next stitch twice in the same
stitch without dropping.
Drop I stitch*. Be sure to leave a sufficient amount of
yarn at the drop area so that the fabric can open up to
create the lacey look.
Work from * to * until all sts are bound off.
Note: to keep the last stitch from being large and droopy, pick up the stitch in the
row below and bind off the 2 stitches together.
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Pull dropped stitches to make the open lacey areas.
Wear to the next event.
Suggestions for wearing.
Put on backwards and have someone pin it in back. This frees yours hands and
arms up, creates a nice cowl and you still have your wrap when it cools off.
Put over one shoulder and down the side. Belt in place with a slight drape at the
waist.
Wrap around the back, under the arms, throws ends back over shoulders. Once
again it is nice if you have someone to pin it on the back.
Wear as a head wrap, check your coat and keep the shawl for a wrap in case you
end up under a vent.
Put on loosely over back, bring fronts around and over the shoulders, belt into
place.
When not wearing, drape over the back of a chair for a wonderful art piece for your
home.

Designed by Judy L. Ditmore
For Dark Horse Yarn
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